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FRIDAY, April 22, 2016 Day One
12:00 am

Presentation of the dance magazine Movements

Location
Croatian Centre of ITI, Villa Arko

02:00 pm Lunch break
06:00 pm Dance: Task 17 at Platforma HR

Pogon Jedinstvo

07:30 pm Theatre: #workingtitleantigone

Zagreb Youth Theatre

Day of arrival
(recommended time of arrival: before 06.00 pm)

SATURDAY, April 23, 2016 Day Two

08:00 pm Opening ceremony of the Showcase and
the Platforma HR festival TASK 15 opening

01:00 pm Lunch break

THURSDAY, April 21, 2016

Location: Pogon Jedinstvo, (Zagreb Center
for Independent Culture and Youth)
http://www.upogoni.org/en/

11:00 am

The secret history of the CNT in Zagreb

Croatian National Theatre (CNT)

04:00 pm Dance: Carnival tent rusts in the evening breeze - un/packing of objecthood
Gallery Miroslav Kraljević
06:00 pm Dance: Displaced

Pogon Jedinstvo

08:00 pm Theatre: Crna knjiga (The Black Book)

Zagreb Youth Theatre

SUNDAY, April 24, 2016 Day Three
Free morning or organized sightseeing

Croatian Centre of ITI, Villa Arko

01:00 pm Lunch break

Photo: Renato Branđolica

Program is supported by

03:30 pm Theatre: Hoerspiel – a unique theatre piece about the mystery & romance of the early days of radio
Croatian Centre of ITI, Villa Arko
06:00 pm Theatre and dance: Away from terror. Away from fight. Away from pain. DISENTANGLMENT.
Abandoned hospital
09:00 pm Dance: Old Age/Alzheimer Café

MONDAY, April 25, 2016 Day Of Departure

Zagreb Youth Theatre

INTRODUCTION
Esteemed colleagues and guests,
We are honored to welcome you to Zagreb, to the 11 th edition of the Croatian Dance and Theatre
Showcase. Our selection is based on theatre and dance performances which might be of interest to
selectors from abroad, possible foreign partners, critics or theatrologists who might select or write about
these performances, or establish a collaboration with the Croatian theatre scene and present it abroad.

We will present our bilingual (English/Croatian) dance magazine Movements, take you on a
tour through the Croatian National Theatre with a professional actor guide, and organize conversations with the artists after their performances.

We are aware that Croatian culture is not widely known on the international performing arts scene, so
this program is an attempt to introduce you to Croatian theatre, drama and dance art.

If you are interested in contemporary dramatic texts, we can provide you with translations into
English and Spanish, and we can organize meetings with our most prominent contemporary
playwrights.

This year’s Croatian Theatre Showcase is a collaboration with Platforma HR, a dance manifestation taking
place in the informal performance space of Pogon Jedinstvo, the heart of independent culture in Zagreb.
There you will have the opportunity to see presentations and dance performances, and meet the artists
who make up Croatian independent culture.

We will not discuss each performance in particular in this foreword, since the program booklet contains detailed information, contents and names of the protagonists you will watch and
meet during this program.

In addition to the theatrical performances at the Zagreb Youth Theatre, we have prepared performances
in non-theatrical venues, such as the abandoned military hospital in Vlaška street (Away from terror.
Away from fight. Away from pain. DISENTANGLMENT) and at the Upper Town (Hoerspiel - a unique theatre piece about the mystery & romance of the early days of radio).

We hope that you will feel comfortable in our city, that you will see interesting, provocative and
professional performances, and that the time we spend together in Zagreb will result in some
new international collaborations and professional friendships.
Croatian Centre of ITI
Željka Turčinović, artistic selector for the Showcase

Opening ceremony of the Showcase and the Platforma HR festival TASK 15 opening
Location: Pogon Jedinstvo, (Zagreb Center for Independent
Culture and Youth), Trnjanski nasip n.n
http://www.upogoni.org/en/
About event:
Task 15 is a group of seven people pursuing a 15-years long
quest of scrutinizing all the aspects of Task creatively and
critically and rendering the process each and every year into
an experience to share with everyone.
TASK 15 is observing fragility, vulnerability, awareness, trust,
frame, content, transitions between frames as a conclusion,
responsibility, embodiment, crumbling, different sense of time
in relation to embodiment, then in relation to talking/conversation, different spaces existing parallel to one another…
web link: http://tala.hr/platforma-hr/

Thursday,

April 21, 2016

08:00 pm,

Location: Pogon Jedinstvo

Presentation of the dance magazine Movements
Location: 24 Basaričekova St., Croatian Centre of ITI, Villa Arko
(www.hciti.hr)
About Movements:
As the only Croatian journal exclusively dedicated to dance
art Kretanja / Movements has from its very first issue (in
2002) published a corpus of texts that can be used as a kind
of basis or introduction into dance theory, and serve as a platform for dance researchers as well as for the audience interested in field of dance.
We have also published Movements in English language at
particular intervals (2006, 2010) as well as one issue in French
language (2011). Nevertheless, communication and more dynamic and frequent dialogue with international spectators
and readers by means of bilingual issue seems to us as necessity in order to strengthen visibility and readability of the
most propulsive realizations of the Croatian dance practice
and theory. So we have decided to publish Kretanja / Movements in Croatian and in English from double issue 23/24
onwards.

Friday,

April 22, 2016

12:00 am,

Location: Croatian Centre of ITI, Villa Arko

Dance: Task 17 at Platforma HR

Friday,

Location: Pogon Jedinstvo, Trnjanski nasip n.n.

ŽAK VALENTA

Duration: 1 h

Žak Valenta was born in Umag on 13th December 1966. He studied dance, mime, and physical theatre. He graduated from the
School of Physical Theatre in London, and further developed
professionally through programmes of the Mime School in Amsterdam, the School for New Dance Development in Amsterdam, as well as the Moving Academy for Performing Arts in
Berlin. He is active as dancer, performance artist, choreographer,
theatre director, and theatre pedagogue. Currently, he lives in
Zagreb and studies eurythmics at the Eurythmeum School in
Stuttgart. He is an associate of the Croatian Institute for Movement and Dance and the initiator and organizer of Dance Week
Festival in Rijeka. He is a member of the Croatian Freelance Artists Association, the Croatian Dancers Association and the Federation of European Mime. He is one of founders of the
theatre company TRAFIK from Rijeka, where he acts as performer and choreographer in numerous performances.

Info: http://tala.hr/nekategorizirano/task-17-en-tournant-zvalenta-s-marchig-hr/
About the performance:
EN TOURNANT
Theory and life.
Espresso macchiato and cocoa.
High culture and pop.
Rudolph Steiner and Michael Clark.
David Bowie and Pina Bausch.
Rijeka and Zagreb.
London, Amsterdam, Berlin, Mannheim, Dresden.
And Lovran.
Boris Groys and Marilyn Monroe.
Silvia and Žak.
Absolute beginners.

SILVIA MARCHIG
Dancer, choreographer, and dance pedagogue. She was educated in the Ballet Studio of the Croatian National Theatre Ivan pl.
Zajc in Rijeka, Palluca School in Dresden, and the Academy of
Dance in Mannheim, where she obtained her degree of Bachelor of Arts in Dance and Dance Pedagogy. As an author of theatre performances, she integrates dance with other forms of
performing: acting and performance art. She collaborated with
Dance Centre TALA from 2008 to 2011.

April 22, 2016

06:00 pm,

Location: Pogon Jedinstvo

Theatre: #workingtitleantigone

Friday, April 22, 2015

Location: Zagrebačko kazalište mladih – Zagreb Youth
Theatre (ZKM / www.zekaem.hr), 7 Nikola Tesla St.

Puppets Assistant: Nathalie Murat Dean
Stage Manager: Željko Začek
Language Advisor: Đurđa Škavić
Photography: Marko Ercegović
Graphic Design: Hana Ciliga
Print: GRAFING

Info: http://www.zekaem.hr/en/workingtitle-antigone/
About the performance:
A terrorist attack has shaken the City of Thebes. The main city
daily newspaper has been attacked by religious extremists.
Antigone, a young and rebellious Internet activist, has decided to expose the conspiracy behind the tragedy. She will
enter a conflict with Creon, a large media magnate committed to defending the country at all costs.
The world is reducing the dimensions of distance. Nowadays,
borders are close to one another like never before. Cultural
differences, forced by the global market to blend into a unified whole, react violently in this blending. Paradoxically, the
globalized world is becoming more diverse and more complex. However, diversity is a collateral effect of mondialization, an inconvenience on the technical level. Economic
markets hope for a single currency, a single economy, a single shapeless and faceless mass of consumers. The more peculiarities are revealed, the greater the attack of the cultural
system to remove them will be. As citizens of the 21st century, we exist in the context of the battle for the survival of
differences. How to succeed in achieving the dream of being

Performers:
Anđela Ramljak, Sreten Mokrović, Jasmin Telalović, Petar
Leventić, Vedran Živolić, Frano Mašković, Danijel Ljuboja
Text: Jazmín Sequeira and Luciano Delprato
Directed by: Renata Carola Gatica
Opening night: April 11, 2015
Translation: Nikolina Židek
Dramaturge: Jazmín Sequeira
Stage Design and Puppets: Luciano Delprato
Costume Design: Doris Kristić
Music: Nenad Kovačić
Lighting Design: Aleksandar Čavlek

Reviews
„The brutal truth on-stage becomes our world, and Jazmína
Sequeira’s quote from the play’s program booklet thus resonates even more powerfully within it: "...here we have Greek
tragedies. We cannot say that we weren’t warned.” This warning is crystal clear in the hands of the director: for her, Antigone
is a way of questioning each and every actor on the stage, but
also each and every spectator in the audience.“
Večernji list, Bojana Radović, 13.4. 2015.
Photo: Sven Čustović

Duration: 1h 15min

one world, without, at the same time, losing the richness of
being in many worlds? This is a question posed by this work,
without elaborating on any answer. And the question is equally
urgent to us today, as it was to Sophocles thousands of years
ago. All this is depicted in the battle between the most notably
obstinate persons in the history of theatre: a traumatic clash
between tradition and progress, between collective duty and
needs of individual passions, between the same and the different. Creon and Antigone will defend to their outmost limits
their worldviews and the ways they face practical dilemmas of
this world. They will remain rigid in their attitudes to the point
of their own destruction and destruction of those around them.
Any resemblance to reality is by no means accidental.

07:30 pm,

„Actress Anđela Ramljak plays the role of Antigone with a particular ferocity, a commitment to fighting to the death, carrying
an aura of idealism and audacity not seen on Croatian stages
for a long time – since the days of a young Nina Violić. But, the
role of Creon’s son Haemon is particularly interested and layered, and carried out by Vedran Živolić, who seems to be growing, from play to play, in both thoughtfulness and emotional
complexity.“
Novi list, Nataša Govedić, 19.4.2015.

Location: Zagreb Youth Theatre

Saturday, April 23, 2015

The secret history of the CNT in Zagreb
Location: Croatian National Theatre (CNT), 15 Marshal Tito Square
Duration: 1h
About event:
Due to an increased interest of the citizens and visitors of Zagreb, the Croatian National Theatre in Zagreb has introduced a
new offer: at least once a month, there are especially tailored
group tours of the theatre building after the scenario written
by Iva Silla led by the actors of the CNT Drama. The groups visit
places that are usually closed to public and this unusual tour reveals the hidden side of the theatre; corridors and underground
tunnels, the emperor’s salon and ceremonious boxes, dressing
rooms, ballet studios, workshops and the stage are just a few of
the places that visitors see. This tour is spiced by stories from
the theatre’s history, old secrets and memories, but also with
the experiences of our guides. The tours take place once a
month on a Saturday, at the full hour and this shall be announced in due time. Every visitor is allowed to select one of the
three offered backstage tours. What every tour will reveal must
remain a secret, so that a bit of mysteriousness is there at the
beginning of this interesting event.

Photo: Vjekoslav Skledar

Language of tour: English

11:00 am,

Location: Croatian National Theatre

Saturday, April 23, 2015

Dance: Carnival tent rusts in the evening breeze - un/packing of objecthood
Location: Gallery Miroslav Kraljević, 29 Pavle Šubić St.
Info: http://tala.hr/nekategorizirano/karnevalski-sator-hrdana-vecernjem-povjetarcu-raspakiranje-predmetnosti-s-pregrad-hr/
About the performance:
The event-space functions simultaneously and in contradiction as a performance and as an exhibition and within it 9
‘objects’ are exhibited/performed – a re-enactment of a performance art work Meeting Point by Sanja Iveković, a wallwriting, a teenage diary from 1991, garments bought at
the Kamensko factory in bankruptcy, Glaubert’s salt and sugar
cubes, performance as an object consisting of time, objects
borrowed from the audience and the dance as an object.
The making of the work was financed by the HZT/ UdK Berlin, Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Croatia, City of Zagreb
and with the residency at the Dance Centre TALA.

Sonja Pregrad is a dance artist developing, for the last ten years,
work around the notions of im/materiality of dance and choreography of relations. She graduated at ArtEZ in the Netherlands and has attained an MA in Solo/Dance/Authorship at UdK
in Berlin. In her works, such as ‘Value is a dynamic surplus of
any action’, ‘We do not know the logic of the wind’, ‘Sequel for
the future / a dance in 2043 / a dance in 2044’ or ‘Balkan Dance
Reality Show’, dance is always approached as a contextualized
and relational gesture. With Zrinka Šimičić Mihanović, she co-curates festival of improvisation and live art Improspekcije, and
with the Dance Centre TALA the interdisciplinary magazine and
project TASK. She performs for Boris Charmatz, Sanja Iveković,
Isabelle Schad and others, teaches at Academy for Fine Arts in
Zagreb and co-runs artistic organization Fourhanded.

Peformer: Sonja Pregrad
Advisors: Maria Francesca Scaroni, Jeanine Durning, Siegmar
Zacharias, Nicole Hewitt, Nives Sertić, Marina Petković Liker

Photo: Neven Petrović

Graphic design: Dora Đurkesac

04:00 pm,

Location: Gallery Miroslav Kraljević

Dance: Displaced
Location: Pogon Jedinstvo, Trnjanski nasip n.n.
info: http://tala.hr/novosti/displaced-plesna-predstava-koncert/
About the performance:
Displaced is a place for encounters between artists who will, by
stepping out of the usual modes of collaboration, try to collaboratively create a space where everything is displaced, shifted,
switched and uprooted …
This experiment questions the ways in which this sort of approach
to one’s own medium and displacement in a performing space
affects the perception of spectators and participants.

Saturday, April 23, 2016
Choreography and performance: Tamara Curić, Larisa
Navojec, Aleksandra Janeva Imfeld in collaboration with
Zrinka Užbinec
Music and performance: Marin Živković, Vedran Peternel,
Igor Pavlica and Hrwo E
Costume and set design: Silvio Vujičić
Technical support: Tomislav Božić
Coproduction: Aleksandra Janeva Imfeld / Tala Dance
Center / No problem production (Belgija) / Pogon Jedinstvo

Photo: Tomislav Sporiš

The project was realized with the help of the Zagreb City Office for
Culture, the Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Croatia, the NDA
and the Pogon Jedinstvo, and it was created in the facilities of Ultima Vez Studios (Belgium) and the Tala Dance Center (Croatia).

06:00 pm,

Location: Pogon Jedinstvo

Theatre: Crna knjiga (The Black Book)
Location: Zagrebačko kazalište mladih – Zagreb Youth
Theatre (ZKM / www.zekaem.hr), 7 Nikola Tesla St.

Author and Director: Borut Šeparović

Duration: 2h
Director: Borut Šeparović

Song Authors: Montažstroj – Konrad Mulvaj, Ante Perković,
and Borut Šeparović

Info: http://www.zekaem.hr/en/the-black-book/

Stage Designer: Borut Šeparović

About the performance:
„The fates of the people with credit debt tied to the Swiss
franc, and their legal struggle after becoming organized in the
“Franak” association and fighting for justice for “regular people” in the face of powerful banking interests, have been recurring themes in Croatia for years. The abovementioned
association, i.e. her 99 members, published a “Black Book”
four years ago, retelling the stories of individuals whose lives
had taken a turn for the worse after the Swiss franc “spiraled
out of control”. That “Black Book” inspired director and Montažstroj founder Borut Šeparović to take that subject matter
– crushing loans, crediting, public debt – and create a play
about it. “Black Book” will premiere on March 11 at the Zagreb
Youth Theatre.”

Costume Designer: Doris Kristić

Dramaturges: Nataša Mihoci and Borut Šeparović

Lighting Designer: Aleksandar Čavlek
Assistant Director and Stage Movement Designer:
Nataša Mihoci
Production: The ZKM Theater and Montažstroj
Performers: Hrvojka Begović, Katarina Bistrović Darvaš, Danijel
Ljuboja, Pjer Meničanin, Krešimir Mikić, Rakan Rushaidat, Lucija
Šerbedžija, Vedran Živolić, Konrad Mulvaj, Ante Perković

Photo: Marko Ercegović

(Excerpt from an interview with Borut Šeparović, Nacional)

Saturday,

April 23, 2016

08:00 pm,

Location: Zagreb Youth Theatre

Theatre: Hoerspiel – a unique theatre piece about the mystery

Sunday, April 24, 2016

& romance of the early days of radio

Author: Pavlica Bajsić Brazzoduro
Duration: 80 min
Info: http://multimedijalnakoliba.hr/projekti/3/18/hoerspiel
About the performance:
90 years from the birth of radio/ 30 authors from Newfoundland, Paris, Lapland to Zagreb; from Zvonimir Bajsić to
Samuel Beckett, Sam Shepard and Nam June Paik/ 10 performers; from actors, musicians, writers to sound engineers.
Performers: Jelena Miholjević, Sven Medvešek, Ivana
Rushaidat, Matija Antolić, Ljubica Letinić, Dino Brazzoduro,
Nina Bajsić, Ante Perković, Ivan Zelić/ Ivor Plužarić and
Pavlica Bajsić Brazzoduro
Sound design: Dino Brazzoduro, Ivan Zelić, Ljubica Letinić
Lighting design: Marino Frankola
Graphic design: Klasja Habjan
Produced by: Nina Križan /Multimedijalna koliba/

Reviews:
"Hoerspiel – a little game of listening (and watching)" is a true
gem of a performance which, calling to mind some venerable and
famous radio-dramas, points out the vitality and importance of
radio as a serious medium today, and highlights the new possibilities for radio-dramas, whose aural irresistibility functions just
as well when they are spectated.“ Kritikaz.com,
Igor Tretinjak, 12.1.2016.
“(...)Instead of an affectionate but inefficient type of memory which
fosters nostalgia about better, slower, prettier times long ago, this
theatrical radio play does not connect to the past by glorifying it;
instead, by repeating it, it generalizes it. By insisting on a historical modality, it concedes its powerlessness, of which the spectators/listeners are already aware of anyway; in order to advocate
not living in the past, but showing awareness of the present. And
to hear what is truly important, it is necessary to be quiet, just for
a moment, both in the theatre and in the media. Or to listen to an
upcoming performance of “A game of listening” and play some
private tracks one more time.”
Tportal.hr, Igor Ružić, 3.12.2013.

Photo: Sunčan Stone

Location: 24 Basaričekova St., Croatian Centre of ITI, Villa Arko
(www.hciti.hr)

03:30 pm,

Location: Croatian Centre of ITI, Villa Arko

Theatre and dance: Away from terror. Away from fight.
Away from pain. DISENTANGLMENT
Duration: 2h 30min
Author and director: Marina Petković Liker
About the performance:
This performance explores the events that have brought us to
the space and time we find ourselves in, interweaving the levels
of the past and the present, walks along the threads of a critical and anxious sensation of life, seeking neither solutions nor
causes, but rather devoting ourselves to the process of facing
our personal and collective responsibilities, which are part of not
others, but ourselves, our families and our close friendships.
The performance is a continuation of four years of artistic research by Marina Petković Liker, which started under the moniker „Away from terror. The female gesture as a response to
crisis. Attempts.“ The research takes place inside collectives,
with artists of different provenances, and focuses on establishing a specific theatrical communication and co-relationship
with the audience.
In this performance, Silvia Marchig, Urša Raukar, Ana-Maria
Bogdanović and Anja Đurinović represent many different faces
establishing relations with each other, but also a single, common face which cannot be understood via a classic narrative,
but can be felt through different levels of observing, feeling
and empathizing.

Author and director: Marina Petković Liker
Co-authors and performers: Ana-Maria Bogdanović,
Anja Đurinović, Silvia Marchig, Urša Raukar
Video: Miro Manojlović
Sound and music: Darko Horvat
Costume and set design: Zdravka Ivandija Kirigin
Light design: Saša Fistrić
Singers: Singrlice – Maja Baltić, Martina Guliš, Danijela Jurac,
Željka Ložnjak, Katarina Ratkaj, Valentina Suban, Jelena Zorko
Chorus master: Tomislav Jozić
Review excerpt:
„From her first directorial works presented at the Eurokaz festival
(Let this whole world / Attempts 7, 8, 10) Marina Petković Liker has
persisted on what might be called a theatre of liminality, choosing to work in a heterogeneous theatric medium, neither drama
nor dance nor performance, neither fictional nor documentary, or
all of the above at the same time; choosing spaces that are only
borderline performative; small themes usually suppressed in big
theatres; repressed emotions, or emotions not usually talked
about, elusive marks of the past, and empathy; fragmentary dramaturgy, open forms and loose structures. Her vision of theatre is
a markedly collective act, a place of togetherness, sharing and
coexisting, encouragement and support, in which attention is
equally given to the performer and the audience…”

Photo: Nina Đurđević

Location: Abandoned hospital, 87 Vlaška St.

Sunday, April 24, 2016

06:00 pm,

Location: Abandoned hospital

Dance: Old Age/Alzheimer Café

Sunday, April 24, 2016

Location: Zagrebačko kazalište mladih – Zagreb Youth Theatre
(ZKM / www.zekaem.hr), 7 Nikola Tesla St.

Choreography, concept and music selection: Mirjana Preis

Duration: 1h

Costumes by: Minja Maretić Murtić

Choreography, concept and music selection: Mirjana Preis

Lighting design: Aleksandar Čavlek

About the performance:
"Old age," as Roger Bacon claims, "is the domain of forgetfulness".
We are a collection of our memories. They shape everything we
know, everything we perceive, every move we make. This moment of conscious cognition of our existence encompasses the
whole of our past, present and future, and the space we create by
moving in that moment. History is full of touching, vivid descriptions of elderly folk who, nearing the end of their lives, began acting strangely, losing touch with their memories and the world
around them, making strange decisions and acting rashly and irresponsibly, like children.

Sound editing: Milorad Stranić
Photography: Renato Branđolica
Graphic design: Sara Pavleković Preis
Public relations: Helena Braut
Production: Mirjana Preis and Studio – Contemporary
Dance Company
Thanks to Marina Petković Liker
Photo: Renato Branđolica

Performance review:
„The performance has a strong inner tension, long (but never too
long) periods of inaction which the author eases up through
smaller dance inserts which open a space for play, where rules
shift and props are used as, or together with, partners (such as
the dance with a coat-hanger while trying to put on a suit that is
hanging from it, or a duet performed while each dancer wears one
leg of a single pair of trousers), which are recognizable characteristics of Mirjana Preis’s dance theater.”

Performed by: Branko Banković and Grigor Baždar

09:00 pm,

Location: Zagreb Youth Theatre

ABOUT THE CROATIAN CENTRE OF ITI
The Croatian Centre of ITI was founded in 1994 as a nonprofit, professional and volunteer organization (citizens’ association). At the Constitutive Assembly of the Centre, Sanja
Nikčević as elected its first president. Within a few years of
its activity, the Croatian Centre of ITI grew from a small association of theatre enthusiasts into an organizer of numerous theatre initiatives and manifestations as well as a
respectable publisher of theatrological publications and
books. The main task of the numerous programs of the Croatian Centre of ITI is building a bond between Croatian theatre
and the world, as well as its presentation abroad. At present,
the Croatian Centre of ITI has over one hundred and fifty
members who are eligible to carry an international I.D. card,
which enables them to have various benefits in theatres
worldwide. The Centre publishes the Croatian Drama and Theatre bulletin in Croatian and English; the bulletin contains information on the Centre’s activities as well as useful data on
Croatian drama and theatre. Thanks to the work of the Croatian Centre of ITI, a great deal of information on Croatian theatre, the dramatic and theatrical tradition of these parts as
well as on reputable Croatian dramatic artists has found its
way into global theatre publications.
Founded in June 2000, the Dance Board of the Croatian Centre of ITI has grown into one of the rare solid strongholds of

the Croatian dance scene. It primarily acts as a place that provides logistic support to dance groups and projects as well as
a source of information and a way of joining the international
network on the level of the ITI Dance Boards. Thus, tours of
our groups were successfully realized in Mexico, Peru and
Cyprus. Thanks to the Dance Board, the celebration of Dance
Day on April 29 has become a true holiday in the Croatian
dance calendar. What we consider the most valuable result
of the work of our Dance Board is the launching of the magazine for Dance Art Kretanja (Movements, 2002), published
twice a year, as well as the publishing of the Guide to Croatian Dance. The guide was published in English only and it is
a valuable asset anywhere where there is an interest and
need for information as it contains all the addresses, contacts and repertoires of the contemporary Croatian dance
scene.
Since 2001 on, Željka Turčinović has been leading the Croatian Centre of ITI as its President, while Dubravka Čukman acts
as Administrative Assistant in the Centre’s office and Matko
Botić as expert collaborator. According to current Centre regulations, the Managing and the Supervisory Board meet
three to five times a year. The Annual Assembly is held in
the month of January.

ACTIVITIES OF ITI

The main goal of the regular activities of the Croatian
Centre of ITI is to inform its members about events organized by other ITI centers in Europe and worldwide
as well as about the programs of studies and seminars related to theatre work in the broadest sense.
Distributing information and making connections with
information networks is therefore our principal task.
The Centre has a very rich database (around 800 addresses of local and international theatre professionals) through which it maintains regular contacts with
over two hundred theatre professionals by sending
bulletins, translations of theatrical plays and miscellaneous information on Croatian theatre and drama. The
Croatian Centre of ITI also has a regularly updated Web
site (http://www.hciti.hr).

CONTACT / IMPORTANT INFO
CROATIAN CENTRE OF ITI

THEATRES / Venues

INFO

Croatian Centre of ITI - VILLA ARKO
24 Basaričekova St., 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
phone: +385 1 4920 667
fax: +385 1 4920 668
e-mail: hc-iti@zg.t-com.hr
web: http://www.hciti.hr/en

CROATIAN NATIONAL THEATRE IN ZAGREB
15 Marshal Tito Square, ZAGREB
phone: +385 1 4888 418
e-mail: infocentar@hnk.hr
web: www.hnk.hr/en

Hotelicius Guesthouse LeBan6
(ZAGREB FOR YOU)
6 Fijanova St., ZAGREB
phone: +385 1 646 2000
+385 91 646 2300
e-mail: info@leban.hr
web: www.leban.hr

working hours: Mon. to Fri. 10 am to 4 pm
Željka Turčinović, Artistic Director
of the Showcase
phone: + 385 91 4920 667
Nina Križan, Producer
phone: +385 98 1975 666

ZAGREB YOUTH THEATRE
7 Teslina St., ZAGREB
phone: +385 1 4872 561
e-mail: helena.braut@zekaem.hr
web: www.zekaem.hr
POGON JEDINSTVO
(Zagreb Center for Independent Culture
and Youth)
Trnjanski nasip n.n, ZAGREB
phone: +385 1 4682 463
e-mail: mailto:pogon@pogonzagreb.hr
web: http://www.upogoni.org/en/

Restaurant POD MIRNIM KROVOVIMA
7 Fijanova St., ZAGREB
phone: +385 1 2316 269
e-mail: rezervacije@pod-mirnimkrovom.com
web: http://pod-mirnim-krovom.com/

GALLERY MIROSLAV KRALJEVIĆ
29 Pavle Šubić St., ZAGREB
phone: + 385 (0)91 512 2028
e-mail: info@g-mk.hr
web: http://www.g-mk.hr/
ABANDONED HOSPITAL
87 Vlaška St., ZAGREB
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